ETHIOPIA

Welcome To Ethiopia
Indeed a warm welcome to Ethiopia, an African
land of ancient history and civilization, a place
where you will find much to see and plenty to
do. Ethiopia is a country of endless variety that
offers an amazing range of history, geography,
architecture, customs and traditions as old
as mankind. If you have a sense of history
and religion you’ll love the monasteries, rockhewn churches, temples and castles located
in the legendary cities of north Ethiopia, also
known as the “Historic Route”. Still unique
and relevant are the religious events in this
part of the world. From National Parks to tribal
populations to astonishing landscapes and
folkloristic markets; the choice is extremely
wide.

Geography
Modern Ethiopia, with an area of more than
1,100,000 km2 and an estimated population
of over 85,000,000 occupies the largest part
of the Horn of Africa with highlands offering
spectacular peaks that can reach 4,000 m or
higher, lowlands of savannah and semi-pluvial
forests along with deserts like the Danakil
Depression which is one of the lowest places
on Earth.

Etymology
The written history of Ethiopia begins around
100 BC during the Axumite Empire when the
axumites introduced a written language called
GE’EZ. The name “Ityoppya” in GE’EZ derives
fromtheGreekwordAithiopiameaningthe“Land
of burnt face”. The country is also historically
known as Abyssinia, a name derived from an
ancient Arabic word “Habesh” whose modern
equivalent is Habesha indicating the name for
the country’s native inhabitants. Abyssinia in
fact means the “Land of the Habesha people”.

Language
Climate
Elevation and geographic location produce
three climatic zones: the cool zone above
2,400 m where temperatures range from 0°C
to 16°C; the temperate zone between 1,500 m
and 2,400 m with temperatures from 16°C to
30°C; and the hot zone below 1,500 m which
presents both tropical and arid conditions
where temperatures can range from 27°C to
50°C. In the highlands the rainy season is
from mid-June to mid-September while the
rest of the year is generally dry except for
a period of intermittent showers in February
and March. In the lowlands the rainy season
is from April to May with some possible light
showers in October.

Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia.
It was the language utilized in primary school
instruction but recently has been replaced
in many areas by local languages such as
Orominya and Tigrinya. Ethiopia has many
indigenous languages (84), most of them
Afro-Asiatic (Semitic, Cushitic, Omotic), as
well as some that are Nilo-Saharan. English
is the most widely spoken foreign language
and is the means of instruction in high schools
and universities.
Rastafari movement whose members believe
Ethiopia is Zion and that Emperor Haile Selassie
is the human incarnation of God. Noteworthy, all
religious beliefs are well respected throughout
the country.

Religion
Christians make up 62.8 % of the country’s
population (43.5 % are Orthodox, 19.3%
are of other denominations), Muslims 33.9
%, practitioners of traditional faiths 2.6 %
and other religions 0.6 %. Consequently,
Christianity is the most widely practiced
religion in Ethiopia. Orthodox Christianity
has a long history dating back to the first
century and a dominant presence in central
and northern Ethiopia. The country is also the
spiritual homeland of the Rastafari movement
whose members believe Ethiopia is Zion and
that Emperor Haile Selassie is the human
incarnation of God. Noteworthy, all religious
beliefs are well respected throughout the
country.

Arts And Handcrafts
There is a very large number of cultural groups
in Ethiopia making the range of handcrafts
and styles enormous. Handloom products,
knotted and woven carpets, basketry, pottery,
jewellery, wood carving, and bamboo are part
of the living museum created by the different
cultures where the old coexists with the new.
All over the country it is possible to visit art
galleries, exhibitions and artist’s studios.

Getting To Know Ethiopia
With Lake Tana Tour
Your Guide Throughout Ethiopia
Lake Tana Tour is a prominent Tour Operator
with a large variety of tour packages. Whether
you are a group, family or individuals there are
interesting options for all. Being familiar with
every corner of the country has created an
expertise that we happily offer to our guests.

Fauna And Flora

Addis Ababa
Gateway To Ethiopia
Addis Ababa lies in the central highlands of
Ethiopia at an altitude of 2,400 m. It is a lively,
exciting and growing capital city founded by
Emperor Menelik II in 1887. Addis Ababa
is also one of the few African cities whose
surroundings offer a wide variety of exceptional
sightseeing. The organization of African Unity
(OAU) is located in downtown Addis Ababa
and, recently, many of its main roads have been
named after the 52 member states of the OAU.
There are also several interesting museums,
most notably the Ethnographic and National
museums, that can be ranked with the best of
their types in Africa.

Ethiopia’s greatest natural attraction for
travellers is the wonderful and ever-changing
scenery. From the Northern and Central green,
fertile and densely cultivated highlands to the
Southern, Western and Eastern lands with
their extensive indigenous rainforest rich with
lush tropical vegetation and dry savannas
dominated by grasses and flat-topped
acacia trees; everyone of these breathtaking
landscapes will just capture your eyes. Several
endemic species such as gelada baboons and
red foxes live in these habitats along with an
incredibly large variety of birds creating a
paradise for “birdwatchers”. All of these fauna
and flora are protected in the nine National
Parks of Ethiopia.

Historic Route
Northern Ethiopia is one of the most
remarkable areas in the country for history
and art. It offers testimony of the glorious
past of the first Christian African country
and its powerful Empire which dates back
thousands of years. The amazing monuments,
the precious treasures, the wonderful frescos
along with the boundless landscapes crossed
by rivers and deep gorges will make your trip
a very special and unforgettable experience.
You will visit Axum with its palaces, obelisks
and fortresses and Lalibela with its eleven
monolithic churches hewn out of the rock
more than 800 years ago. The beauty and
architectural accomplishment of these
churches make them “the eighth wonder
of the world”. Bahir Dar and its Blue Nile’s
majestic waterfalls originating from Tana Lake
where you can discover 37 islands hosting
ancient Coptic monasteries rich in wonderful
frescos; Gondar with castles, memories of an
imperial era, and churches with magnificent
wall paintings.

Harar
Harar lies at the center of a fertile agricultural
area and has a moderate highland climate.
Some Muslims consider it the fourth holiest
Islamic city with its 90 mosques forming the
largest concentration of such shrines in the
world. The Rimbaud’s museum, which has
recently been renovated through Italian and
French funding, is one of the principle city
attractions and is located in a two-storey
building, vaugely oriental, constructed in 1908.
The museum offers a notable frescoed ceiling,
a permanent photo exhibition of the old city
and a great panoramic view over the town
including the prime attraction of Harar which
is the old walled city.

Omo Valley
The South of Ethiopia is famous for its
wildlife resources and the natural beauty of
the territory: splendid landscapes, protected
endemic species, a kaleidoscope of ethnic
groups speaking over 45 languages deeply
imbued in tradition. The National Parks are
home to an amazing range of wildlife: oryxes,
antelopes, zebras, gazelles, buffalos and
elephants. Along rivers and lakes it is very
easy to see enormous Nile crocodiles and
hippopotamus. These beautiful sceneries
together with colorful cultures and tribal
populations make this part of the country really
unique. The tourists will be able to appreciate
the fascinating lives, religions, traditions, as
well as the social and political structures of the
tribes which are still founded on a communal
system celebrated by ancient rituals.

Trekking
Trekking is the best way to see the
uncontaminated nature of Ethiopia. In the
highlands, the Simien Mountains National
Park together with Bale Mountains National
Park preserve Ethiopia’s two highest mountain
ranges. The primary attraction of these Parks is
their scenery making them extremely popular
with hikers and trekkers. They are the best
for wildlife viewing: the endemic Ethiopian
wolf and mountain nyala are common in Bale
Park, while gelada baboons and walia ibex
are found in Simien Park. An interesting and
unique trek can be organized inside the Omo
National Park located in the Southern part of
the country in the Surma territory. A six day
hike from Kibish to the Omo River will give you
the opportunity not only to visit an area largely
unaffected by tourism but also to be in contact
with the traditional cultures of the local tribal
populations.

Responsible Tourism
To become aware of the different realities of
the local populations it is possible to organize
meetings, cultural exchanges, and eventual
sojourns in missions. In various parts of the
country you can choose to go trekking for
different time lengths with the possibility to
be guests of the local communities which have
organized, in collaboration with NGO, informal
tourist facilities located near their villages.
Through this initiative you not only help to
improve their sustenance, but also contribute
to safeguard their natural environment and way
of life.

Religious Tourism
Ethiopia is the most important Christian nation
of Africa with its notable iconography, mosaics,
frescoes, rare icons, and the monastic state
of the many churches of Tigray. All of these
characteristics confirm the intense and ancient
devotion to religious tradition found throughout
the country making Ethiopia an interesting
destination for “responsible” travellers who
desire to discover not only its naturalistic,
cultural, and historic patrimony but also its
religious values. In order to appreciate the
authentic Ethiopian spirituality, it is necessary
to visit the churches in the North which harbour
ancient treasures and represent the historical
connection with the biblical roots that can be
traced back to King Salomon.

Lake Tana Tour
Lake Tana Tour (LTT) is your guide throughout
Ethiopia. Our company is managed by both
experienced Ethiopian and European tour
operators. We are considered to be one of
the most active, professional and modern tour
operators in the country by major tour operators
and travel agencies in Europe, America and the
Middle East. We organize tours and programs
with the greatest care and make every effort
to offer extremely high quality service ensuring
the full satisfaction of our guests. We are able
to organize personalized itineraries to suit every
kind of need and request. Experienced driverguides transport our guests in new 4 wheel
drive vehicles (Toyota Land Cruiser, Nissan
Patrol, Toyota mini and coaster buses) equipped
with air-conditioning, ice boxes, and music.
We also provide the following services: meet
& assist services including airport transfers,
accommodations ranging from two to five
star hotels, daily excursions and tailor-made
itineraries, cultural/historical tours, trekking
tours, adventure tours (with all equipment
provided), mission tours, nature tours, renting
of vehicles with drivers. All excursions and
tours are always accompanied by multi-lingual
Ethiopian guides capable of speaking English,
Italian, French, or Spanish.

Danakil depression
The Danakil depression is one of the driest
and most tectonically active areas on the
planet. To trek to the rim of Erta Ale volcano,
to admire the sulphurous hot springs studded
with strange rock formations sprinkled with
salt deposits of unbelievable colors, and to
photograph the mining of salt together with
the camel caravans that transport it, will all
be an extraordinary experience.
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